St Stephen’s Church School – Curriculum Forecast

Year 3, Term 2
These are the main areas of learning planned for the children this term. The book in the centre is the main text we will be using to inspire
and enhance much of the learning.
Topic Title: The Hare & the Tortoise

English
Fables
The Hare and the Tortoise - Writing the story
Tortoise V Hare the rematch
Innovating the setting
Non Fiction: Recount Letter - point of view of a spectator.
Poetry: Candleflame
Organising paragraphs around a theme
Introduction to inverted commas
Creating settings
Using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express
time and cause (Fronted adverbials)
Homophones – hare/hair to too two their there they’re
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Maths
Recap HTO addition and subtraction
Multiplication equal groups
Multiplication using the symbol
Making equal groups – sharing
Making equal groups – grouping
Recapping x2 X5 X10
Recapping ÷2 ÷5 ÷10

Using arrays
X 3 ÷3
X4 ÷ 4
X8÷8

Healthy Body Healthy Mind

Making My Mark

Picture Frames
Painting a woodland setting/scene or
animal using mark making
Creating a rectangular wooden photo frame
for the winner.
One Idea: Choose the best idea and work on
it, reviewing and improving it until it is
ready to share.

Invasion games: hockey
1.Throwing and catching
2. Improving accuracy
3. Invaders
4. Moving with the ball
5 and 6. Team games

Animation 3D
Using Scratch to create a setting and
moving Hare or Tortoise move across the
screen.

Competing – how does it feel to do well? Or
to not do well in a competition?

My Place in Our World

Learning from others
Explore Hare or Tortoise character in the book:
Would I have acted/ reacted similarly? How are we alike? Is
competition good/bad? How would the characters have felt
after the race. Use Tortoise V Hare the rematch by Preston
Rutt to create discussions
R.E
Incarnation
What is The Trinity?
Learning from Leaders
Jesse Owens studying the life of a significant individual in the
past who has contributed to national and international
achievements.

Managing worries - mindfulness

Meditation Rocks/ Stillness
Discussion of every day worries linked to
Anxiety Gremlin
Understanding Today Imagining Tomorrow
Science
Rocks and Soil
Computing
Learn to logon to Chromebooks.
Design, Make & Evaluate
Can you design a make picture frame which can fit a picture
in? Use of triangulation for strengthening.

